
FREE FROM FOG
anti-fog lens cloths

Clear lenses 
for 12+ hours 

200+ uses per 
cloth

from Grafton Optical



An absolute game changer for anyone who wears glasses.

As someone who works in hospital all day with a mask I can honestly say this is a game changer. 

In my experience wearing glasses with a mask leads to numerous adjustments every hour to avoid 

them misting. With a thorough wipe in the morning, this cloth has completely prevented this. I have 

forgotten to use the cloth on occasion and you remember how distracting the fogged glasses are.

I would recommend these to anyone in this strange time not only to prevent the annoyance but also to 

prevent the repeated adjustments of the mask which could pose a risk of greater exposure.

This is a game changer for anyone who wears glasses! I wiped my lenses in the morning and 

photographed a wedding all day with zero, and I mean ZERO fogging on my glasses. Such an amazing 
product. Glasses wearers... YOU NEED THIS CLOTH!



FREE FROM FOG 
the anti fog lens cloth designed by optical professionals

No damaging solvents

Keeps lenses clear for at least 12 hours

Each cloth gives clear, fog free lenses for up to 200 uses

Can be used on all types of optical lenses including cameras 
and those with special coatings and treatments

How to use
Ensure glasses are pre cleaned

Remove FREE FROM FOG cloth from the sealed packet and rub each lens front and 

back for a minimum of 60 seconds, ensure you get all the edges.

Enjoy fog free vision for at least 12 hours!

 Reseal FREE FROM FOG cloth back into the sealed packet

 The FREE FROM FOG cloth will last anywhere between 6-8 weeks depending on your use. The cloth is dry to 
ensure there is no residue left on your glasses. Do not wash or rinse the FREE FROM FOG cloth, or use other 
products with it. 
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Available in the UK from Grafton Optical 
Unit 7 River Park Industrial Estate

Billet Lane, Berkhamsted 
Hertfordshire, HP4 1HL 

United Kingdom

+44 (0)1923 233 980
sales@graftonoptical.com

graftonoptical.com

This product is a game changer.  I would highly recommend.

One of the best things I’ve bought this year - a complete lifesaver!

Bought two of these cloths. Highly recommend. Does what it says on the tin!

These cloths are a lifesaver. My specs don’t fog up once my mask is on. I was always frightened 
of missing a step down the stairs at the train station, I don’t have an issue anymore.

I can even open the oven door and take out the food without waiting for my specs clear.
Thank you.

WOW! It actually works!
If you are a spectacle wearer and find yourself pulling your glasses and mask on and off 100 

times a day due to fogging lenses then YOU NEED THIS CLOTH!


